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CONFIGURATION OF USER INTERFACE 
FOR INTUITIVE SELECTION OF INSIGHT 

VISUALIZATIONS 

[ 0004 ] These illustrative embodiments are mentioned not 
to limit or define the disclosure , but to provide examples to 
aid understanding thereof . Additional embodiments are dis 
cussed in the Detailed Description , and further description is 
provided there . TECHNICAL FIELD 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS [ 0001 ] More specifically , but not by way of limitation , this 
disclosure relates to presenting proper visualization editing 
tools in a user interface based on detected various insights in 
a dataset and configuring graphical user interfaces for intui 
tive creation of insight visualization . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0002 ] Content manipulation software , such as visualiza 
tion software , provides a plethora of editing and presentation 
functions that are used to create or manipulate visually 
meaningful depictions of trends or other characteristics in , 
for example , large datasets that are automatically generated 
by online computing environments or other systems . Such 
software is often required to create visualizations of these 
datasets , since presenting a large amount of data in a 
meaningful way is typically impracticable without the aid of 
computerized tools . Visualization software provides this 
functionality to users by , for example , presenting users with 
different editing tools for automatically generating impor 
tant and useful visualizations and for further manipulating or 
exploring these visualizations . However , existing visualiza 
tion software merely output a single ordered list of visual 
ization tools , regardless of whether a particular visualization 
tool or set of visualization tools would be more or less 
relevant to a particular dataset being used with the visual 
ization software . These approaches make it difficult , time 
consuming , and sometimes impossible for users to navigate 
to the most suitable content manipulation tools for a dataset 
of interest within visualization software . 

[ 0005 ] Features , embodiments , and advantages of the 
present disclosure are better understood when the following 
Detailed Description is read with reference to the accom 
panying drawings . 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 1 is an example of a computing environment 
in which a data visualization system creates customized 
menus of editing tools for manipulating or otherwise explor 
ing visualizations of insights that are more appropriate for 
that dataset , according to certain aspects of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 2 depicts an example of a flowchart for 
creating a dataset - specific menu of editing tools for manipu 
lating or otherwise exploring visualizations of insights from 
that dataset , according to certain aspects of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 3 depicts an example of a list of insight types , 
the associated attribute type combinations , and the associ 
ated insight detection tools , according to certain aspects of 
the present disclosure . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 4 depicts an example of a process for config 
uring , based on determinations of insights and insight types , 
user interfaces to include selectable elements that activates 
tools for manipulating or otherwise exploring insight visu 
alizations , according to certain aspects of the present dis 
closure . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 5 depicts an example of a configurable graphi 
cal user interface for manipulating or otherwise exploring 
insight visualizations for a dataset , according to certain 
aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 6 depicts an example of a computing system 
for implementing certain aspects of the present disclosure . 

a 

SUMMARY 

a 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

a 

[ 0003 ] Certain embodiments involve the configuration of 
a user interface for intuitive selection of insight visualiza 
tions for a dataset . In one example , a data visualization 
system detects insights from a dataset that include data 
entries and variables of the data entries . An insight includes 
relationships among the variables or the data entries in the 
dataset . The detected insights have respective insight types , 
and each insight type contains a set of insights having 
common characteristics in the relationships in the dataset . 
The data visualization system computes insight type scores 
for the insight types from a combination of insight scores for 
the detected insights in the respective insight types . The data 
visualization system determines selected insight types for 
the dataset by selecting the insight types having the hig 
insight type scores and , for each selected insight type , the 
data visualization system further determines a set of selected 
insights that have the highest insight scores . The data 
visualization system selects the insight visualizations for the 
selected insights for displaying in a user interface of the data 
visualization system . The data visualization system also 
generates selectable interface elements , such as tools , for 
inclusion in the user interface of the data visualization 
system . These selectable interface elements are configured 
for invoking an editing tool for updating the determined 
insight visualizations from the dataset . These selectable 
interface elements are arranged in the user interface accord 
ing to the insight scores of the set of selected insights . 

[ 0012 ] Certain embodiments involve the configuration of 
a user interface for intuitive selection of tools for creating , 
manipulating , or otherwise exploring insight visualizations 
for a dataset . For instance , data visualization software cre 
ates , based on a particular dataset , a customized menu of 
editing tools corresponding to different visualizations . To do 
so , the data visualization software evaluates the dataset to 
determine which insight types and associated insights are 
more relevant to a user or otherwise suitable for visualiza 
tion . For each of the selected insights , the data visualization 
software further determines an insight visualization ( e.g. , a 
pie chart , a bar chart , or scattered points ) suitable to display 
the data in the insight according to the data attributes 
involved in the corresponding insight . The visualization 
software builds a contextual menu or other suitable user 
interface that includes editing tools configured for manipu 
lating the associated insight visualization within the visual 
ization software . These embodiments therefore provide 
improved software functionality by automatically generat 
ing menus of editing tools that allow users to more effi 
ciently or intuitively create or edit appropriate insight visu 
alizations for a given dataset . 
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dataset . The user interface is further configured to allow a 
user to provide feedback to the data visualization system , 
such as marking his / her favorite insight visualizations . Such 
updates and feedback can then be taken into account when 
selecting the insights , the insight types , and the insight 
visualizations for future datasets to be presented for that 
user . 

[ 0013 ] The following non - limiting example is provided to 
introduce certain embodiments . In this example , a data 
visualization system is configured to evaluate an input 
dataset to detect insights . The input data include multiple 
data entries and each data entry has multiple data attributes 
which include numerical data attributes , categorical data 
attributes , or both . An insight includes relationships among 
variables or the data entries in the dataset . Subsets of the 
detected insights have respective insight types and each 
insight type includes a set of insights having common 
characteristics in the relationships in the dataset . Each 
insight is associated with an attribute combination specify 
ing the type of data attributes involved in detecting the 
corresponding insight . For a given insight of an insight type , 
one or more insight tools are available to detect the insight 
and to generate an insight score . The insight tools for an 
insight are determined according to the attribute combina 
tion associated with the insight . 
[ 0014 ] For instance , for an insight type of two - variable 
outliers , insights can be detected from two numerical attri 
butes or two categorical attributes . To detect insights for this 
insight type , the data visualization system selects a pair of 
data attributes and further selects an insight detection tool 
based on the types of the data attributes in the pair . An 
insight detection tool is an algorithm or a method for 
detecting certain types of insights in input data . For 
example , if the pair of data attributes are both numerical 
attributes , insight detection tools such as k - means or one 
class SVM can be selected to detect two - variable outliers . 
The data visualization system repeats this process for other 
pairs of data attributes of the input data set . The insight 
detection tools can also be configured to output an insight 
score indicating the significance of the insight or a relation 
ship strength for the variables or data entries in the data set . 
In the example of insight of two - variable outliers , the insight 
score indicates the degrees of the detected two - variables 
outliers . 
[ 0015 ] Continuing this example , the data visualization 
system further generates an insight type score for each 
insight type by aggregating the insight scores of the insights 
in each insight type . Using the insight type scores , the data 
visualization system ranks the insight types and selects 
insight types having the highest insight type scores for 
visualization . For each selected insight type , the data visu 
alization system ranks the insights according to their respec 
tive insight scores and selects the insights having the highest 
insight scores for visualization . 
[ 0016 ] For each selected insight in each selected insight 
type , the data visualization system determines an insight 
visualization ( e.g. , a pie chart , a bar chart , or a scattered 
point plot ) suitable for visualizing the data in insight . The 
insight visualization can be selected based on , for example , 
data contained in the insight , the attributes involved in the 
insight , the nature of the insight , or any combination thereof . 
The data visualization system further generates selectable 
interface elements for inclusion in a user interface of the data 
visualization system and these selectable interface elements 
are arranged in the user interface according to the insight 
scores of the set of selected insights . In this way , the insights 
or insight types having low insight scores or low insight type 
scores are not displayed in the user interface to minimize the 
distraction . In some examples , these selectable interface 
elements are configured for invoking an editing tool for 
updating the determined insight visualizations from the 

[ 0017 ] The technology presented herein improves the 
computer technology because it improves the ability of a 
user to use the computer to access useful data in an arbitrary 
database based on the data insights and lessening the burden 
of navigation of user interfaces . Conventional systems often 
present different types of editing tools without regard to 
which tools might be more useful for a given dataset . For 
instance , in order to use conventional visualization software , 
users must painstakingly traverse a single ordered list of 
numerous insight visualizations presented in the user inter 
faces to identify the appropriate editing tools for creating or 
manipulating useful and insightful visualizations . This pro 
cess is time - consuming and difficult to learn , particularly to 
novice users . 
[ 0018 ] By contrast , embodiments described herein 
improve the functionality of visualization software by 
dynamically generating menus of editing tools correspond 
ing to more useful insights and useful insight types . For 
instance , visualization software described herein executes an 
algorithm that detects , for a given dataset , various insights in 
various insight types and determines the proper visualization 
formats for presenting the respective selected insights . The 
visualization software uses the results of this algorithm to 
configure a user interface with a menu presenting editing 
tools for insight visualizations in an organized way ( e.g. , 
with tools for the most important insights and insight types 
are presented first ) . Such a menu includes selectable inter 
face elements for presenting and enabling editing of the 
determined insight visualization in the user interfaces of the 
data visualization system . Different selectable interface ele 
ments are generated for different insight visualizations so 
that proper editing tools are invoked for different insight 
visualizations . These selectable interface elements allow 
users to directly edit or otherwise manipulate the insights , 
the insight visualization , or the data associated therewith . 
[ 0019 ] Configuring the user interface in this manner 
improves the functionality of the interface by , for example , 
providing the proper editing tools to a user thereby allowing 
a user to quickly create and adjust the insight visualizations 
for a dataset . Even novice users without much knowledge 
about the user interface and the underlying data in the 
dataset can quickly and accurately select the right editing 
tools to identify the important features or insights from the 
massive data in the dataset . These techniques , therefore , 
decrease the amount of time or effort involved with using 
visualization software to create insight visualizations from a 
dataset . 

[ 0020 ] Referring now to the drawings , FIG . 1 is an 
example of a computing environment 100 in which a data 
visualization system 102 creates , based on analyzing an 
input dataset , customized menus of editing tools for manipu 
lating visualizations of insights that are more appropriate for 
that dataset . In various embodiments , the computing envi 
ronment 100 includes the data visualization system 102 and 
one or more client computing systems 112A - 112B ( which 
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may be referred to herein individually as a client computing 
system 112 or collectively as the client computing systems 
112 ) . 
[ 0021 ] A user may operate a client computing system 112 
and submit a dataset 104 for visualization . In some 
examples , the dataset 104 includes multiple data entries and 
each data entry has multiple data attributes . The data attri 
butes can be classified into different types , such as numerical 
data attributes ( also referred to as “ numerical attributes " in 
short ) , categorical data attributes ( also referred to as " cat 
egorical attributes " in short ) , temporal data attributes ( or 
“ temporal attributes " in short ) or other types of data attri 
butes . The dataset 104 may be stored locally at the client 
computing system 112 or at a remote storage device acces 
sible to the client computing system 112. In these examples , 
the client computing system 112 transmits the dataset 104 
through a network 108 to the data visualization system 102 
for analysis and visualization . The network 108 may be a 
LAN , a WAN , the Internet , or any other networking topol 
ogy known in the art that connects the client computing 
system 112 to the data visualization system 102. The data 
visualization system 102 stores the dataset 104 in a data 
store 106. In other examples , the dataset 104 may be 
obtained through a third - party data service instead of the 
client computing system 112 . 
[ 0022 ] The data visualization system 102 employs an 
insight visualization module 110 to selects insights 122 and 
determine insight visualizations 124 for the selected insights 
from the dataset 104. An insight 122 of a dataset 104 
indicates the underlying knowledge , characteristics , or infor 
mation of the dataset 104. For example , an insight 122 
includes the relationships among variables or the data entries 
in the dataset , such as a strong linear correlation between 
two variables in the dataset , or a set of data points that are 
anomalies with respect to time . An insight 122 can be a 
property in the data that is unexpected , complex , deep , and 
relevant . Similarly , an insight can be the findings , knowl 
edge , and information gained from performing an analytical 
task . For example , if an outlier detection tool is applied to a 
dataset 104 , then the insights are the outliers found using the 
outlier detection tool . An insight type 120 is the common 
characteristics of insights 122 learned for a specific analyti 
cal task . Multiple insights may have the same insight type . 
Examples of an insight type include , but are not limited to , 
two - variable outliers , time - series outliers , non - linear corre 
lations , among others . In these examples , insights of two 
variable outliers , such as outliers in pairs ( month , tempera 
ture ) , belong to the insight type of two - variable outliers . 
Insights detected for time - series outliers belong to the 
asight type of time - series outliers . 

[ 0023 ] For a given dataset 104 , the insight visualization 
module 110 evaluates the dataset 104 for a set of insight 
types 120. For each insight type 120 , the insight visualiza 
tion module 110 selects proper data attribute combination 
and employs insight detection tools that are suitable for the 
selected data attribute combination . For example , for an 
insight type 120 of two - variable outliers , the insight visu 
alization module 110 selects an attribute combination of two 
data attributes from the dataset 104. If the attribute combi 
nation includes two numerical attributes , the insight visual 
ization module 110 applies insight detection tools that are 
applicable to two numerical attributes to detect insights of 
two variable attributes . If the selected attribute combination 
includes one numerical attribute and one categorical attri 

bute , the insight visualization module 110 applies insight 
detection tools that are applicable to a pair of a numerical 
attribute and a categorical attribute to detect insights of two 
variable attributes . The insight visualization module 110 
repeats this process for different data attributes and different 
attribute combinations . 
[ 0024 ] In some implementations , the insight detection tool 
outputs an insight score for the detected insight to indicate 
the significance of the detected insight . The insight visual 
ization module 110 utilizes the insight scores to select 
insights for visualization . For example , the insight visual 
ization module 110 uses the insight scores for insights 122 
in each insight type 120 to calculate an insight type score for 
the corresponding insight type . Using the insight type 
scores , the insight visualization module 110 ranks the insight 
types 120 and selects a subset of insight types 120 that have 
the highest insight type scores for visualization . Inside each 
of the selected insight types , insights are ranked according 
to their respective insight scores and the insight visualization 
module 110 selects the insights having the highest insight 
scores for visualization . As a result , insights falling in the 
insight types having the highest insight type scores and 
having high insight scores themselves are selected for visu 
alization . In this way , the most significant insights are 
automatically selected for presentation and are ordered 
according to their significance or importance . 
[ 0025 ] To further increase the accessibility of the insights , 
the insight visualization module 110 determines , for each 
insight , a proper insight visualization 124 based on the 
nature and other aspects of the insight to show the data 
involved in the insight . An insight visualization 124 is a 
graphical representation of data in an insight . Examples of 
an insight visualization 124 include a pie chart , a bar chart , 
a scattered point plot , and the like . For instance , if a selected 
insight is a two - variable outlier insight , the insight visual 
ization module 110 can select a scatter chart as the insight 
visualization 124. In the scatter chart , the horizontal axis and 
the vertical axis represent the two attributes , respectively . If 
the selected insight is a single - variable outlier , the insight 
visualization module 110 can select a column chart as the 
insight visualization 124 to show the single variable outlier . 
Additional details regarding selecting the insights 122 , 
insight types 120 , and insight visualizations 124 are pro 
vided below with regard to FIGS . 2-4 . 
[ 0026 ] The data visualization system 102 can employ the 
insight visualization module 110 or another module to 
generate a user interface 116 to present the insight visual 
izations 124. In certain examples , the insight visualization 
124 are organized in the user interface 116 as groups 
representing the selected insight types 120. The groups are 
ordered according to the insight type scores and within each 
group , the visualizations for the insights are ordered accord 
ing to their insight scores . In further examples , the insight 
visualization module 110 also generates and includes in the 
user interface 116 a selectable interface element for each 
insight visualization 124. The selectable interface element is 
configured for invoking an editing tool for updating the 
respective insight visualization from the dataset 104. The 
data visualization system 102 is configured to send the user 
interface 116 to the client computing system 112 for display . 
In some implementations , the user interface 116 further 
includes other functionalities such as a feedback mechanism 
allowing a user to select their preferred insight visualiza 
tions , insights , or insight types . These types of information 
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may be sent back to the data visualization system 102 as 
feedback 130 to improve the insight visualizations . Addi 
tional details regarding the user interface 116 and feedback 
130 are provided below with regard to FIG . 5 . 
[ 0027 ] One or more computing devices are used to imple 
ment the data visualization system 102. For instance , the 
data visualization system 102 could include a single com 
puting device , a group of servers or other computing devices 
arranged in a distributed computing architecture , etc. The 
client computing system 112 can be any suitable device that 
is capable of displaying the user interface 116. For non 
limiting examples , a client computing system 112 may be a 
server computer , a desktop computer , a laptop computer , a 
smartphone , a tablet , a smart wearable , or other types of user 
device . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 2 depicts an example of a process 200 for 
creating a dataset - specific menu of editing tools for manipu 
lating or otherwise exploring visualizations of insights from 
that dataset in a user interface , according to certain aspects 
of the present disclosure . One or more computing devices 
( e.g. , the data visualization system 102 ) implement opera 
tions depicted in FIG . 2 by executing suitable program code 
( e.g. , the insight visualization module 110 ) . For illustrative 
purposes , the process 200 is described with reference to 
certain examples depicted in the figures . Other implemen 
tations , however , are possible . 
[ 0029 ] At block 202 , the process 200 involves the data 
visualization system 102 accessing a dataset 104. The data 
set can include any type of data that can be organized into 
data entries and each data entry has multiple data attributes . 
The data attributes can include numerical attributes , cat 
egorical attributes , temporal attributes , or others . In some 
examples , the dataset 104 can be formatted as a table with 
N rows representing the N data entries and M columns 
representing the M data attributes . The table is used as an 
example for illustration purposes , and should not be con 
strued as limiting . Other data structures other than a table 
can also be used to represent the data in the dataset 104. The 
dataset 104 can include data collected in various applica 
tions , such as weather data , Internet data , computer activity 
log , sales data , agriculture data , manufacturing data , and 
others . 
[ 0030 ] The client computing system 112 or another com 
puting system sends the dataset 104 to the data visualization 
system 102 for analysis and visualization . The data visual 
ization system 102 stores the dataset 104 in a suitable 
non - transitory computer - readable medium or other memory 
devices , such as the datastore 138 associated with the data 
visualization system 102. In some embodiments , the dataset 
104 is stored on one or more non - transitory computer 
readable media within the client computing system 112 or on 
a third - party system . The data visualization system 102 
accesses the dataset 104 via suitable communications with 
the client computing system 112 or the third - party system . 
[ 0031 ] At block 204 , the process 200 involves the data 
visualization system 102 detecting insights 122 in the data 
set 104 and generating insight scores for each detected 
insight 122. In some examples , the data visualization system 
102 detects the insights 122 according to insight types . The 
data visualization system 102 accesses a list of insight types 
to be evaluated against the dataset 104. The list of insight 
types can be pre - determined or be selected by the data 
visualization system 102 based on the type of dataset 104 . 
For instance , the data visualization system 102 stores a list 

of insight types 120 and evaluates the list of insight types 
120 for any input dataset 104. In another example , the data 
visualization system 102 determines the list of insight types 
120 depending on the type of data contained in the dataset 
104. In this example , the list of insight types 120 evaluated 
for a dataset 104 containing weather data is different from 
the list of insight types 120 evaluated for a dataset 104 
containing Internet data . As will be discussed later , the list 
of insight types 120 can also be customized for different 
users according to the feedback 130 provided by the respec 
tive users . 
[ 0032 ] The data visualization system 102 accesses an 
insight type in the list of insight types and detect insights of 
this insight type using various insight detection tools . To 
detect an insight , the insight visualization module 110 
selects proper data attributes and employs insight detection 
tools that are suitable for the selected data attributes based 
on the attribute type combination of the attributes . FIG . 3 
shows an example of a list of insight types , the associated 
attribute type combinations , and the associated insight 
detection tools , according to certain aspects of the present 
disclosure . The list of insight types in this example includes 
17 insight types . For each insight type , FIG . 3 also shows the 
insight detection tools that can be utilized to detect insights 
of that insight type . Because certain insight detection tools 
only work for certain attribute type combination , the insight 
detection tools are listed according to the applicable attribute 
type combinations . The data visualization system 102 
selects the proper insight detection tools based on the types 
of data attributes used for detecting the insight . 
[ 0033 ] For example , for an insight type 120 of two vari 
able outliers , the data visualization system 102 selects an 
attribute combination of two data attributes from the dataset 
104 and determines the attribute type combination of the 
selected attributes . If the selected attribute combination 
includes two numerical attributes , the corresponding attri 
bute type combination is numerical and numerical ( denoted 
as “ NxN ” in FIG . 3 ) . The data visualization system 102 
applies insight detection tools that are applicable to two 
numerical attributes to detect insights of two variable attri 
butes . According to the example shown in FIG . 3 , the data 
visualization system 102 can use insight detection tools such 
as local outlier factor ( LOF ) , Density - based spatial cluster 
ing of applications with noise ( DBSCAN ) , k - means , isola 
tion forest ( IForest ) , or one - class support vector machine 
( SVM ) to detect insights from the two - attribute combination 
( e.g. , the two columns of the dataset 104 corresponding to 
the selected two attributes ) . If the selected attribute combi 
nation includes two categorical attributes , the attribute type 
combination is categorical and categorical ( denoted as 
“ CxC ” in FIG . 3 ) . The data visualization system 102 can 
apply insight detection tools that are applicable to two 
categorical attributes to detect two - variable outliers of two 
variable attributes . According to the example shown in FIG . 
3 , the data visualization system 102 can use insight detection 
tools such as pointwise mutual information ( PMI ) , Kolm 
ogorov - Smirnov statistics ( ks - stat ) , or IForest to detect 
insights from the two categorical attributes . In some imple 
mentations , the data visualization system 102 applies all or 
a portion of the applicable insight detection tools to the 
selected two - attribute combination . The insight visualization 
module 110 repeats this process for different data attribute 
combinations . For instance , if the dataset 104 includes M 
data attributes , there are Cm² different combinations of two 
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attributes . The data visualization system 102 applies the 
above process for all or a subset of the CM2 combinations of 
two attributes . 
[ 0034 ] Given an arbitrary dataset , each insight type ( and 
attribute combination ) has many potential insight detection 
tools and the best detection tool depends on the dataset itself 
and its characteristics . Using multiple insight detection tools 
for each insight type and attribute combination increases the 
likelihood of finding important insights , regardless of the 
input dataset and its underlying characteristics . Hence , the 
insight visualization disclosed herein can perform effec 
tively for any input dataset , as opposed to a very small set 
of possible datasets handled in the prior art . 
[ 0035 ] Considering that there are far fewer methods for 
discovering insights with categorical attributes , in some 
implementations , the data visualization system 102 converts 
a categorical attribute to a numerical attribute so that the vast 
majority of insight detection tools for numerical attributes 
can be used directly . For example , given a categorical 
variable , the data visualization system 102 counts the num 
ber of data points in each category to obtain a vector of 
counts . For instance , if the categorical variable is a variable 
indicating the city , the data visualization system 102 counts 
how many rows that match “ City = Atlanta . ” The data visu 
alization system 102 also derives a probability distribution 
from the counts . For example , given a categorical and 
numerical attribute combination , for each unique value of 
the categorical variable , the data visualization system 102 
sums ( or averages ) all the rows of the numerical variable that 
match the categorical value . Given an attribute combination 
of two categorical attributes , the data visualization system 
102 counts how many categorical value pairs ( e.g. , 
City = Atlanta , Gender = Female ) appear in the data . The result 
is a vector of counts where each row corresponds to the 
count of a given pair of categorical values ( one from either 
categorical variable ) . After the categorical attributes are 
converted to numerical attributes , insight detection tools for 
numerical variables are applicable to detect insights for 
categorical attributes . 
[ 0036 ] Similarly , in some examples , the data visualization 
system 102 also transforms a categorical time - series attri 
bute to a numerical time - series attribute to directly use the 
insight detection tools for numerical attributes . In these 
examples , given a categorical , numerical , and temporal 
attribute combination ( CxNxT ) , for each unique value of the 
categorical variable that occurs during every temporal - value 
( e.g. , 1 day , 1 week ) , the data visualization system 102 sums 
( or averages ) all the rows of the numerical attributes that 
match the categorical value while satisfying that temporal 
value as well . 
[ 0037 ] Given a dataset with at least one attribute pertain 
ing to time ( e.g. , whether it is the precise timestamp that an 
event or interaction occurred or simply the date ) , the tech 
nology presented herein automatically discovers time - series 
insights including time - series outliers , correlations , or time 
series patterns such as peaks , spikes , irregularity , among 
others . This is performed by ordering all the attributes by the 
temporal attribute containing the timestamp . In this way , 
every attribute in the data is a valid time - series and can be 
either a categorical or numerical valued time - series . In 
addition to leveraging the time - series data at the temporal 
granularity given as input , the data visualization system 102 
also automatically aggregates the data points using a variety 
of other temporal granularities including 1 hour , 1 day , 1 

week , 1 month , 1 year , etc. When aggregating the data entry 
at each temporal granularity , the data visualization system 
102 sums or counts all data points that occur within each 
discrete period of time . For example , suppose the temporal 
granularity of an hour is used , then the data visualization 
system 102 sums all the data points of an attribute that lie in 
each hour . The data visualization system 102 applies the 
various insight detection tools to the aggregated data entries 
to detect insights . In this way , insights at different temporal 
granularities are detected . 
[ 0038 ] To generate the insight scores , each of the insight 
detection tools is configured to output an insight score for 
the detected insight indicating the significance of the 
detected insight or the relationship strength for the variables 
or data entries in the dataset . In some implementations , the 
insight score includes a score vector having the same size as 
the number of data entries N. In other words , the insight 
detection tool outputs a score for each data entry to indicate 
the relationship strength or the confidence of the attributes in 
that data entry having the corresponding feature . Using 
two - variable outliers as an example , the insight detection 
tool is configured to output a score for each of the N data 
entries to indicate the confidence of the two attributes in that 
data entry being an outlier . The insight scores output by 
different insight detection tools are aggregated to generate 
the insight score for an insight detected from the particular 
data attribute combination . 
[ 0039 ] Determining the insight score as described above is 
formulated as follows . Given an insight type IEY , denote a 
set of insight detection tools for that insight type as Fr. The 
set of insight detection tools F , also includes insight detec 
tion tools with different hyperparameters . Denoting prF , 
and assuming each insight detection tool outputs an insight 
score , there are p , scores for every insight detected for 
insight type IEC . Define the utility function o as : 

a 

0 : XXF ? R ( 1 ) 

where X is the space of attribute combinations considered by 
the insight detection tools F , for insight type IEC . The final 
insight score for an insight is defined as follows : 

12 

$ ( Xk , Fi ) == ls ( fi ( Xk , A ; ) ) ; ??X F = ? 1 
= 
z 
fiEF j = 1 

ks 

where Z = F_ln and X , is an attribute matrix consisting of one 
or more attributes from XER " * " In other words , XK is an 
attribute combination that may consist of one , two , or more 
attributes . Further , [ g ( f ; ( X A ; ) ) ] ; is the jth value from s = g 
( f ; ( X ) ) ER " and g : R - > [ 0 , 1 ] and A , are the set of hyperpa 
rameters for the insight detection tool f ; EF ;. For instance , 
suppose f , EF , is one - class SVM , then A , may include the 
kernel function K such as the non - linear radial basis function 
( RBF ) kernel or polynomial kernel along with other hyper 
parameters including y or the degree of the polynomial 
kernel . In other words , if an insight detection tool can have 
multiple hyperparameter values , such as one - class SVM can 
have different kernels , the insight detection tool with differ 
ent hyperparameter values are considered as different insight 
detection tools fi : 
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[ 0040 ] The formulation in Eqn . ( 2 ) assumes that the output 
of each insight detection tool is the same . However , in 
general , some insight detection tools may return scores for 
only the most relevant data points ( as opposed to all n data 
points ) , or even a single score for the attribute combination . 
In this case , Eqn . ( 2 ) can be rewritten as follows : 

( 3 ) 
$ ( Xk , F1 ) = ????? [ : ( fi ( Xk , A ; ) ) ] ; fiEF ] 

where n ; denotes the number of scores returned by fi . 
[ 0041 ] Eqn . ( 2 ) or ( 3 ) assigns an insight score to the 
attribute combination X for insight type IEC using the 
insight detection tools F1 . Using these insight scores , a 
ranking of the insights within the insight type IEC can be 
obtained as follows : 

tion there is a diverse ranking of visualizations for each 
insight - type . Intuitively , since the min - max norm is applied 
to each attribute type combination independently , then one 
of the visual insights with that attribute type combination is 
guaranteed to score 1. Hence , if there are three attribute type 
combinations for a given insight - type , then the first three 
visual insights will be of different attribute type combina 
tions . 
[ 0045 ] In some examples , to ensure the approach is space 
efficient and scalable for large datasets with millions or more 
data points , the data visualization system 102 does not store 
the scores of each data point ( for all insight detection tools ) . 
Instead , the data visualization system 102 computes the final 
score on - the - fly while taking a scan over the ( sampled ) 
attribute values . For large data where even a linear scan over 
the data points is considered too computationally expensive , 
sampling or sketching techniques are used . 
[ 0046 ] At block 206 , the process 200 involves the data 
visualization system 102 generating the insight type score 
for the current insight type based on the insight scores . The 
insight types are scored in a data - driven fashion . In particu 
lar , the ranking of the different insight types is driven by the 
amount of information captured by each insight type across 
all the insight detection tools used for discovering insights of 
that insight type . Let Q = { X1 , ... Xke ... } denote the set 
of potential insights being scored for insight type IEC , then 

a p ( { X1 , ... , Xk , ... } ) = argsortø ( Xk , F1 ) - ( 4 ) 
k 

1 ( 6 ) 

[ 0042 ] In another example , instead of using the normal 
ized scores from every insight detection tool to derive an 
insight score for an insight ( i.e. , a given insight type and an 
attribute combination ) , the insight score for each data point 
( row of Xx ) is derived based on the rankings given by each 
insight detection tool . Using the ranks as opposed to the 
scores can potentially avoid biases given to certain insight 
detection tools depending on the distribution of inferred 
scores by the insight detection tools . For data entry j and 
attribute combination Xke the data visualization system 102 
generates a rank - based score as follows : 

( 1 ) = $ ( Xk , Fi ) Q11 XKEQ 

1 ( 5 ) R ; ( Xk , Fj ) = IFI # ; ( fi ( Xk , A ; ) ) | fiEF ] 

where ' ( I ) is the insight type score assigned to insight type 
IEC for the dataset 104. From Eqn . ( 6 ) , if an insight type 
IEC receives a relatively high score ' ( I ) , then there are 
many important and highly scored insights of that insight 
type . Furthermore , the insight type score is derived using the 
insights discovered in the specific dataset 104 and the insight 
scores of those insights derived previously in block 206 . 
[ 0047 ] The operations in blocks 204 and 206 are repeated 
for each insight type involved in the process . At block 208 , 
the process 200 involves the data visualization system 102 
selecting insights and insight types for visualization accord 
ing to the insight scores and insight type scores . In some 
examples , the data visualization system 102 ranks the 
insight types C and select the insight types according to the 
ranking . The ranking can be formulated as follows : 

k 

1 

pc ( { / 1 , 12 , ... , lic } ) = argsort ¥ ( 1 ) ( 7 ) 
JEC 

where ( f / ( X5 , A. ) ) is the position of the jth data entry in the 
ranking obtained from attribute combination Xz with insight 
detection tool fieFr . The ranking can be obtained , for 
example , by ranking data entries ( rows ) in X , according to 
the scores assigned to each data entry by the insight detec 
tion tool f , EF ,. Therefore , R , ( XxF ) is the average rank of 
jth data entry across all insight detection tools applied to XK . 
In this way , every insight detection tool can be seen as 
having equal weight . Notice that Eqn . ( 5 ) gives an overall 
ranking for each data point j ( row in X ) whereas Eqn . ( 4 ) 
provides a ranking of the overall attribute combinations { X1 , 

Xa ... } across all n data points and [ F , / methods . 
[ 0043 ] In some examples , the rank - based scores given by 
Eqn . ( 5 ) are used to appropriately annotate the visualizations 
for better visual insight recommendation . As an example , 
suppose the data visualization system 102 uses the set of 
insight detection tools for two - variable outliers and use these 
tools as an ensemble to obtain an overall ranking of the data 
points by how much of an outlier each data entry appears . 
This can be accomplished using the average rank of the data 
points given by the set of insight detection tools obtained 
through Eqn . ( 5 ) . 
[ 0044 ] Note that if g is set to the min - max norm for each 
insight type and attribute type combination , then by defini 

: 

where for any two insight types I , and I , in the insight - type 
ranking Pc ( { 11 , 12 , ... , Ic1 } ) such that i < j , then Y ( 1 ) P ( I ; ) 
holds by definition . This indicates that there are more 
important and useful insights of insight type I , in this specific 
dataset relative to the other insight - type 1 ;. Hence , the 
insights of insight - type I , should be displayed before the 
insights of insight type I ;. In other words , the user interface 
116 is configured to display the insight types according to 
the ranking from Eqn . ( 7 ) . This enables the user to quickly 
find the most important and relevant insights for the dataset 
104. Furthermore , the insight type ranking for a given 
dataset in itself can be used to better understand the data 
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quickly . For example , if the topmost important insight types 
for a specific dataset are all related to time - series ( such as 
time - series outliers , time - series causality , and so on ) , then 
the user immediately knows that the temporal dimension in 
the data is important . 
[ 0048 ] Similarly , for a given insight type IEC , the higher 
the insight score of an insight is , the more important the 
information contained in that insight is . For any two insights 
X and X , in the insight ranking p ( { X , ... , X. ... } ) such 
that i < j , then ( Xk ,, F ; ) 20 ( Xk , F ) holds by definition . Hence , 
insight X should be displayed before insight X. As such , 
the data visualization system 102 configures the insights 
within an insight type to be displayed according to the 
ranking given by Eqn . ( 4 ) . 
[ 0049 ] In some implementations , to limit the insights 
displayed in the user interface 116 , the insight types having 
the highest R insight type scores are selected for display . 
That is , the first R insight types in the ranking given by Eqn . 
( 7 ) are selected for display . For each selected insight type , 
the insights having the highest K insight scores are selected 
for display . That is , the first K insights in the ranking given 
by Eqn . ( 4 ) are selected for display . In some examples , one 
or more operations described herein with respect to blocks 
204-208 , including the examples described below with 
respect to FIGS . 3 and 4 , can be used to implement a step for 
detecting a set of insights for visualization from the dataset . 
[ 0050 ] At block 210 , the process 200 involves the data 
visualization system 102 determining an insight visualiza 
tion ( e.g. , a pie chart , a bar chart , or scattered points ) for 
each selected insights to display the data of the respective 
selected insights . In some implementations , the data visu 
alization system 102 selects the insight visualization for 
each insight using rule - based methods , such as CompassQL , 
from a list of candidate insight visualizations . The rule 
based visualization recommendation methods determine a 
proper visualization or a list of proper visualizations for an 
insight based on factors , such as the types or classifications 
of attributes involved in the insight , the data contained in the 
insight , the nature of the insight , or any combination thereof . 
For instance , if a selected insight is two variable outliers , the 
data visualization system 102 provides the two attributes 
involved in this insight to the ruled - based method , and 
among the output list of visualizations selects a scatter chart 
as the insight visualization 124. In the scatter chart , the 
horizontal axis and the vertical axis represent the two 
attributes , respectively . If the selected insight is a single 
variable outlier , the insight visualization module 110 can 
select a column chart as the insight visualization 124 to show 
the single variable outlier . In some examples , one or more 
operations described herein with respect block 210 , 
including the examples described below with respect to 
FIGS . 3 and 4 , can be used to implement a step for 
determining insight visualizations for the set of insights . 
[ 0051 ] At block 212 , the process 200 involves the data 
visualization system 102 generating selectable interface 
elements for a user interface configured for presenting the 
insight visualizations 124. The selectable interface element 
is configured for invoking an editing tool for updating the 
respective insight visualization from the dataset 104. In 
certain examples , the insight visualization 124 are organized 
in the user interface 116 as groups representing the selected 
insight types 120. The groups are ordered according to the 
insight type scores and within each group , the visualizations 
for the insights are ordered according to their insight scores . 

In further examples , the selectable interface elements for the 
insight visualizations 124 are associated with respective 
insight visualizations and are thus arranged in the user 
interface according to the insight scores of the selected 
insights . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 4 summarizes the process for configuring , 
based on determinations of insights and insight types , user 
interfaces to include selectable elements that activates tools 
for manipulating or otherwise exploring insight visualiza 
tions as described above in terms of the different stages of 
the process . At the insight discovery stage 402 , the data 
visualization system 102 evaluates the input dataset 104 
using different insight detection tools 412A - 412P ( which 
may be referred to herein individually as an insight detection 
tool 412 or collectively as the insight detection tools 412 ) 
according to the insight types . Example insight detection 
tools for different insight types and attribute type combina 
tions are shown in FIG . 3. In some examples , the same type 
of insight detection tool ( such as one - pass SVM ) with 
different hyperparameter values are treated as different 
insight detection tools at this stage . Applicable insight 
detection tools 412 are applied to different attribute combi 
nations to generate insight scores 422 for these insights 122 . 
At the insight selection stage 404 , the data visualization 
system 102 ranks the insights within each insight type 
according to their respective insight scores 422 to generate 
insight ranks 410A - 410Y for the insight types 120A - 120Y . 
The data visualization system 102 further uses the insight 
ranks to select top - ranked insights for visualization . 
[ 0053 ] At the insight type selection stage 406 , the data 
visualization system 102 derives the insight type scores by 
aggregating the insight scores of the insights in the respec 
tive insight types . The data visualization system 102 further 
ranks the insight type scores to generate the insight type rank 
420. Top - ranked insight types are selected using the insight 
type rank 420 for visualization . At the insight visualization 
selection stage 408 , the data visualization system 102 deter 
mines proper visualization for each selected insight in each 
selected insight type using , for example , the rule - based 
visualization method . 
[ 0054 ] After determining the insight visualizations 124 for 
the selected insights 122 , the data visualization system 102 
or another computing system generates the user interface 
116 to display these insight visualizations 124. FIG . 5 
depicts an example of a graphical user interface 116 for 
manipulating or otherwise exploring the insight visualiza 
tions 124 for the selected insights 122 organized according 
to their respective insight types 120 , according to certain 
aspects of the present disclosure . The insight visualizations 
are generated for a dataset 104 containing weather data . In 
the example shown in FIG . 5 , each row represents one 
insight type and insight types having higher insight type 
scores are shown before those having lower insight type 
scores . The insight type scores for the insight types are also 
displayed ( e.g. , 45 for insight type “ Two Variable Correla 
tion ” and 25 for insight type “ Single Variable Outliers ” ) . 
Within each row , one plot or chart represents one insight , 
and insights having higher insight scores are displayed 
before insights having lower insight scores . 
[ 0055 ] As can be seen from FIG . 5 , insights are shown in 
different insight visualizations 502 due to the data contained 
in the different insights . For example , for the insight type 
“ Two Variable Correlation , ” the first insight ( correlation 
between the maximum temperature and minimum tempera 

2 
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ture ) is shown using a two - variable scattered plot because 
the two attributes are both numerical , and the second insight 
( the correlation between the location and weather ) is shown 
using a stacked column chart because both attributes are 
categorical . Depending on the type of the insights , some 
insight visualizations are annotated to provide better visu 
alization . For example , in the “ Single Variable Outliers ” 
insight type , data entries with high scores ( indicating high 
significance as outliers ) are annotated in their respective 
insight visualizations with different marks . The annotations 
can also be made using different colors , patterns , or the like . 
[ 0056 ] In examples , the insight visualization 502 is pre 
sented with a selectable interface element which , when 
selected or otherwise activated , invokes an editing tool ( e.g. , 
shown in a separate window ) for updating the determined 
insight visualizations from the dataset . The updates can 
include editing the underlying data shown in the insight 
visualization , changing the insight visualization type , chang 
ing the parameters of the insight visualization ( e.g. , the 
display range , the color , the granularity , etc. ) , and the like . 
For example , the selectable interface element is configured 
to allow a user to filter or remove specific data points by 
brushing over the data points on the charts and then pressing 
delete . The selectable interface element also allows users to 
manually modify or add annotations by drawing lines , 
brushing over a set of points in a scatter plot to change their 
color ( or symbol , opacity , etc ) , or add text . In the example 
shown in FIG . 3 , the selectable interface element is pre 
sented by way of an icon 506 and the associated context 
menu 508 displayed when the icon 506 is activated . The 
context menu 508 is generated according to the type of the 
visualization and thus is different for different visualizations . 
For instance , for the two - variable scatter chart 508 , the 
context menu 508 is generated to include menu items 
invoking tools usable to edit the scatter chart 508 , such as 
tools to edit the horizontal and vertical axis of the scatter 
chart , the symbols representing the data in the chart , etc. For 
the distribution chart 512 , on the other hand , the context 
menu 508 instead includes items for invoking editing tools 
for the individual graph and the graph colors . 
[ 0057 ] The example user interface 116 shown in FIG . 5 
also provides a mechanism allowing users to mark their 
preferences which can be used as feedback to the data 
visualization system 102. In this example , each insight 
visualizations 124 is displayed with a star control 504. A 
user can mark favorite insight visualizations by clicking on 
the corresponding star control 504 to indicate that this 
insight visualization is important . This can be interpreted as 
the user prefers the insight type associated with the marked 
insight visualization , the insight displayed through the 
marked insight visualization , or this particular type of 
insight visualization . In some examples , this information 
and any other changes or operations performed by the user 
in the user interface are included in the feedback 130 sent to 
the data visualization system 102 to customize future user 
interface 116 for this user . 
[ 0058 ] Other ways of obtaining user input can be imple 
mented in the user interface 116 to gather feedback infor 
mation 130. For example , the user interface shown in FIG . 
5 allows a user to filter the results using attributes or 
variables . The user interface may also be configured to allow 
a user to submit a user - defined query to search the insights . 
In those examples , the filtering attributes or user - defined 
queries are also included in the feedback 130 to the data 

visualization system 102. In examples , the filters are further 
applied to insight type , score threshold , or insight visual 
ization type . The results can be filtered by either inclusion or 
exclusion criteria , or by combining filters to create a custom 
search query . The user interface can be further configured to 
allow specific values for an attribute to be specified , thereby 
specifying a subset of the dataset on which the process 
described herein will be applied . For example , users might 
operate the user interface to show insights related to a 
specific attribute value , such as “ location = New York . ” 
[ 0059 ] Using the information contained in the feedback 
130 , the data visualization system 102 customizes the 
insight visualization generation for the user . For example , 
the insight scores calculated using Eqn . ( 2 ) or Eqn . ( 3 ) are 
scaled up to for the insights containing the attributes that are 
of the user's interest or are marked by the user as important 
to provide more weights to those attributes . Additionally , or 
alternatively , the data visualization system 102 also modifies 
the calculation of the insight type score shown in Eqn . ( 6 ) to 
assign a higher weight to the preferred insights than other 
insights . A higher weight is also assigned to those insight 
visualizations that are marked as important so that similar 
types of insight visualizations are used for presenting 
insights for another dataset of the user . Various other ways 
of incorporating the feedback 130 to the insight visualization 
process for a user can also be used . 
[ 0060 ] In the above examples , one insight visualization is 
displayed for each insight . The data visualization system 102 
can be configured to select and display more than one insight 
visualization for a given insight . This is useful if there is an 
insight that is significantly more important than other 
insights . In this case , showing another different visualization 
for the insight may be more useful to the user than showing 
them a different insight and visualization . 
[ 0061 ] Example of a Computing System for Implementing 
Certain Embodiments 
[ 0062 ] Any suitable computing system or group of com 
puting systems can be used for performing the operations 
described herein . For example , FIG . 6 depicts an example of 
the computing system 600. The implementation of comput 
ing system 600 could be used for one or more of a data 
visualization system 102 or a client computing system 112 . 
In other embodiments , a single computing system 600 
having devices similar to those depicted in FIG . 6 ( e.g. , a 
processor , a memory , etc. ) combines the one or more opera 
tions and data stores depicted as separate systems in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0063 ] The depicted example of a computing system 600 
includes a processor 602 communicatively coupled to one or 
more memory devices 604. The processor 602 executes 
computer - executable program code stored in a memory 
device 604 , accesses information stored in the memory 
device 604 , or both . Examples of the processor 602 include 
a microprocessor , an application - specific integrated circuit 
( “ ASIC ” ) , a field - programmable gate array ( “ FPGA ” ) , or 
any other suitable processing device . The processor 
include any number of processing devices , including a 
single processing device . 
[ 0064 ] A memory device 604 includes any suitable non 
transitory computer - readable medium for storing program 
code 605 , program data 607 , or both . A computer - readable 
medium can include any electronic , optical , magnetic , or 
other storage device capable of providing a processor with 
computer - readable instructions or other program code . Non 
limiting examples of a computer - readable medium include a 

602 can 
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device that executes the data visualization system 102 , other 
implementations are possible . For instance , in some embodi 
ments , one or more of the input device 620 and the presen 
tation device 618 can include a remote client - computing 
device that communicates with the computing system 600 
via the network interface device 610 using one or more data 
networks described herein . 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

magnetic disk , a memory chip , a ROM , a RAM , an ASIC , 
optical storage , magnetic tape or other magnetic storage , or 
any other medium from which a processing device can read 
instructions . The instructions may include processor - specific 
instructions generated by a compiler or an interpreter from 
code written in any suitable computer - programming lan 
guage , including , for example , C , C ++ , C # , Visual Basic , 
Java , Python , Perl , JavaScript , and ActionScript . 
[ 0065 ] The computing system 600 executes program code 
605 that configures the processor 602 to perform one or 
more of the operations described herein . Examples of the 
program code 605 include , in various embodiments , the 
insight visualization module 110 by the data visualization 
system 102 , or other suitable applications that perform one 
or more operations described herein ( e.g. , one or more 
development applications for configuring the client comput 
ing system 112 ) . The program code may be resident in the 
memory device 604 or any suitable computer - readable 
medium and may be executed by the processor 602 or any 
other suitable processor . 
[ 0066 ] In some embodiments , one or more memory 
devices 604 stores program data 607 that includes one or 
more datasets and models described herein . Examples of 
these datasets include interaction data , performance data , 
etc. In some embodiments , one or more of data sets , models , 
and functions are stored in the same memory device ( e.g. , 
one of the memory devices 604 ) . In additional or alternative 
embodiments , one or more of the programs , data sets , 
models , and functions described herein are stored in differ 
ent memory devices 604 accessible via a data network . One 
or more buses 606 are also included in the computing system 
600. The buses 606 communicatively couples one or more 
components of a respective one of the computing system 
600 . 
[ 0067 ] In some embodiments , the computing system 600 
also includes a network interface device 610. The network 
interface device 610 includes any device or group of devices 
suitable for establishing a wired or wireless data connection 
to one or more data networks . Non - limiting examples of the 
network interface device 610 include an Ethernet network 
adapter , a modem , and / or the like . The computing system 
600 is able to communicate with one or more other com 
puting devices via a data network using the network inter 
face device 610 . 
[ 0068 ] The computing system 600 may also include a 
number of external or internal devices , an input device 620 , 
a presentation device 618 , or other input or output devices . 
For example , the computing system 600 is shown with one 
or more input / output ( “ I / O ” ) interfaces 608. An I / O interface 

ive input from input devices or provide output 
to output devices . An input device 620 can include any 
device or group of devices suitable for receiving visual , 
auditory , or other suitable input that controls or affects the 
operations of the processor 602. Non - limiting examples of 
the input device 620 include a touchscreen , a mouse , a 
keyboard , a microphone , a separate mobile computing 
device , etc. A presentation device 618 can include any 
device or group of devices suitable for providing visual , 
auditory , or other suitable sensory output . Non - limiting 
examples of the presentation device 618 include a touch 
screen , a monitor , a speaker , a separate mobile computing 
device , etc. 
[ 0069 ] Although FIG . 6 depicts the input device 620 and 
the presentation device 618 as being local to the computing 

[ 0070 ] Numerous specific details are set forth herein to 
provide a thorough understanding of the claimed subject 
matter . However , those skilled in the art will understand that 
the claimed subject matter may be practiced without these 
specific details . In other instances , methods , apparatuses , or 
systems that would be known by one of ordinary skill have 
not been described in detail so as not to obscure claimed 
subject matter . 
[ 0071 ] Unless specifically stated otherwise , it is appreci 
ated that throughout this specification discussions utilizing 
terms such as “ processing , " " computing , " " calculating , 
“ determining , ” and “ identifying ” or the like refer to actions 
or processes of a computing device , such as one or more 
computers or a similar electronic computing device or 
devices , that manipulate or transform data represented as 
physical electronic or magnetic quantities within memories , 
registers , or other information storage devices , transmission 
devices , or display devices of the computing platform . 
[ 0072 ] The system or systems discussed herein are not 
limited to any particular hardware architecture or configu 
ration . Acomputing device can include any suitable arrange 
ment of components that provide a result conditioned on one 
or more inputs . Suitable computing devices include multi 
purpose microprocessor - based computer systems accessing 
stored software that programs or configures the computing 
system from a general - purpose computing apparatus to a 
specialized computing apparatus implementing one or more 
embodiments of the present subject matter . Any suitable 
programming , scripting , or other types of language or com 
binations of languages may be used to implement the 
teachings contained herein in software to be used in pro 
gramming or configuring a computing device . 
[ 0073 ] Embodiments of the methods disclosed herein may 
be performed in the operation of such computing devices . 
The order of the blocks presented in the examples above can 
be varied - for example , blocks can be re - ordered , com 
bined , and / or broken into sub - blocks . Certain blocks or 
processes can be performed in parallel . 
[ 0074 ] The use of “ adapted to ” or “ configured to ” herein 
is meant as open and inclusive language that does not 
foreclose devices adapted to or configured to perform addi 
tional tasks or steps . Additionally , the use of “ based on ” is 
meant to be open and inclusive , in that a process , step , 
calculation , or other action “ based on ” one or more recited 
conditions or values may , in practice , be based on additional 
conditions or values beyond those recited . Headings , lists , 
and numbering included herein are for ease of explanation 
only and are not meant to be limiting . 
[ 0075 ] While the present subject matter has been 
described in detail with respect to specific embodiments 
thereof , it will be appreciated that those skilled in the art , 
upon attaining an understanding of the foregoing , may 
readily produce alternatives to , variations of , and equiva 
lents to such embodiments . Accordingly , it should be under 
stood that the present disclosure has been presented for 

608 can 
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purposes of example rather than limitation , and does not 
preclude the inclusion of such modifications , variations , 
and / or additions to the present subject matter as would be 
readily apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art . 

1. A computer - implemented method in which a data 
visualization system performs operations comprising : 

accessing a dataset comprising data entries ; 
detecting insights from the dataset , wherein an insight 

comprises relationships among variables or the data 
entries in the dataset , wherein subsets of the detected 
insights have respective insight types , and wherein an 
insight type comprises a set of insights having common 
characteristics in the relationships in the dataset ; 

computing insight type scores for the insight types , 
respectively , wherein each insight type score is com 
puted from a combination of insight scores for a 
respective subset of the detected insights , wherein an 
insight score indicates a relationship strength for the 
variables or data entries in the dataset ; 

determining a selected insight type for the dataset having 
a higher insight type score as compared to unselected 
insight types ; 

determining , for the selected insight type , a set of selected 
insights that have higher insight scores as compared to 
unselected insights that are of the selected insight type 
and that are excluded from the set of selected insights ; 

determining insight visualizations for the set of selected 
insights , respectively ; and 

generating , for inclusion in a user interface of the data 
visualization system , selectable interface elements con 
figured for invoking an editing tool for updating the 
determined insight visualizations from the dataset , 
wherein the selectable interface elements are arranged 
in the user interface according to the insight scores of 
the set of selected insights . 

2. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein arranging the selectable interface elements in the 
user interface according to the insight scores of the set of 
selected insights comprises : 

grouping the selectable interface elements representing 
the insight visualizations for the set of selected insights 
into groups according to the insight types of the respec 
tive insights , each group corresponding to one insight 
type ; 

ordering the groups according to values of the respective 
insight type scores of the insight types corresponding to 
the groups ; and 

ordering the selectable interface elements representing the 
insight visualizations for the set of selected insights 
within each group according to values of the respective 
insight scores of the corresponding insights . 

3. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein detecting the insights from the dataset comprises : 

detecting each of the insights using one or more insight 
detection tools , wherein the insight score of each of the 
insights is calculated by combining scores generated by 
the corresponding one or more insight detection tools . 

4. The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , 
wherein 

each of the data entries in the dataset comprises a plurality 
of data attributes ; and 

an insight having an insight type is detected using an 
attribute combination comprising a subset of data attri 
butes out of the plurality of data attributes of the data 

entries , the attribute combination being determined 
according to the insight type . 

5. The computer - implemented method of claim 4 , 
wherein the plurality of data attributes are classified into 
categorical data attributes and numerical data attributes , and 
the method further comprising selecting the one or more 
insight detection tools according to the classifications of the 
subset of data attributes in the corresponding attribute com 
bination . 

6. The computer - implemented method of claim 5 , 
wherein determining an insight visualization for an insight 
in the selected set of insights comprises selecting an insight 
visualization from a set of candidate insight visualizations 
according to at least the classifications of the subset of data 
attributes in the attribute combination corresponding to the 
insight . 

7. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , further 
comprising : 

receiving feedback from a selectable interface element , 
the feedback indicating a preference on one or more of 
the insight visualizations , the insight or the insight 
type ; 

accessing a second dataset ; 
generating an insight score for each insight detected from 

the second dataset according to the preference ; 
generating an insight type score for each insight type of 

the detected insights using the insight scores of the 
detected insights ; 

determining a selected set of insights and a selected set of 
insight types for the second dataset ; 

determining a visualization for each insight of the selected 
set of insights according to the preference ; and 

generating , for inclusion in the user interface of the data 
visualization system , a second set of selectable inter 
face elements configured for presenting the determined 
insight visualizations from the second dataset , wherein 
the second set of selectable interface elements are 
arranged in the user interface according to the insight 
scores of the selected set of insights . 

8. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , further 
comprising : 

prior to detecting the insights , aggregating two or more of 
the data entries to generate aggregated data entries , 
wherein each of the insights is detected from the 
aggregated data entries . 

9. A data visualization system , comprising : 
a processing device ; and 
a non - transitory computer - readable medium communica 

tively coupled to the processing device , wherein the 
processing device is configured to execute program 
code stored in the non - transitory computer - readable 
medium and thereby perform operations comprising : 
detecting insights from a dataset , wherein an insight 

comprises relationships among variables or data 
entries in the dataset , wherein subsets of the detected 
insights have respective insight types , and wherein 
an insight type comprises a set of insights having 
common characteristics in the relationships in the 
dataset ; 

computing insight type scores for the insight types , 
respectively , wherein each insight type score is com 
puted from a combination of insight scores for a 
respective subset of the detected insights , wherein an 
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insight score indicates a relationship strength for the 
variables or data entries in the dataset ; 

determining a selected insight type and a set of selected 
insights for the dataset according to the insight type 
scores and the insight scores ; and 

determining insight visualizations for the selected set of 
insights , respectively ; and 

generating , for inclusion in a user interface of the data 
visualization system , selectable interface elements 
configured for presenting the determined insight 
visualizations from the dataset , wherein the select 
able interface elements are arranged in the user 
interface according to the insight scores of the set of 
selected insights . 

10. The data visualization system of claim 9 , wherein 
arranging the selectable interface elements in the user inter 
face according to the insight scores of the set of selected 
insights comprises : 

grouping the selectable interface elements representing 
the insight visualizations for the set of selected insights 
into groups according to the insight types of the respec 
tive insights , each group corresponding to one insight 
type ; 

ordering the groups according to values of the respective 
insight type scores of the insight types corresponding to 
the groups ; and 

ordering the selectable interface elements representing the 
insight visualizations for the set of selected insights 
within each group according to values of the respective 
insight scores of the corresponding insights . 

11. The data visualization system of claim 9 , wherein 
detecting the insights from the dataset comprises : 

detecting each of the insights using one or more insight 
detection tools , wherein the insight score of each of the 
insights is calculated by combining scores generated by 
the corresponding one or more insight detection tools . 

12. The data visualization system of claim 11 , wherein : 
each of the data entries in the dataset comprises a plurality 

of data attributes ; and 
an insight having an insight type is detected using an 

attribute combination comprising a subset of data attri 
butes out of the plurality of data attributes of the data 
entries , the attribute combination being determined 
according to the insight type . 

13. The data visualization system of claim 12 , wherein the 
plurality of data attributes are classified into categorical data 
attributes and numerical data attributes , and the operations 
further comprise selecting the one or more insight detection 
tools according to the classifications of the subset of data 
attributes in the corresponding attribute combination . 

14. The data visualization system of claim 13 , wherein 
determining an insight visualization for an insight in the 
selected set of insights comprises selecting an insight visu 
alization from a set of candidate insight visualizations 
according to at least the classifications of the subset of data 
attributes in the attribute combination corresponding to the 
insight . 

15. The data visualization system of claim 9 , wherein the 
operations further comprise : 

receiving feedback from a selectable interface element , 
the feedback indicating a preference on one or more of 
the insight visualizations , the insight or the insight 
type ; 

accessing a second dataset ; 

generating an insight score for each insight detected from 
the second dataset according to the preference ; 

generating an insight type score for each insight type of 
the detected insights using the insight scores of the 
detected insights ; 

determining a selected set of insights and a selected set of 
insight types for the second dataset ; 

determining a visualization for each insight of the selected 
set of insights according to the preference ; and 

generating , for inclusion in the user interface of the data 
visualization system , a second set of selectable inter 
face elements configured for presenting the determined 
insight visualizations from the second dataset , wherein 
the second set of selectable interface elements are 
arranged in the user interface according to the insight 
scores of the selected set of insights . 

16. The data visualization system of claim 9 , wherein the 
operations further comprise : 

prior to detecting the insights , aggregating two or more of 
the data entries to generate aggregated data entries , 
wherein each of the insights is detected from the 
aggregated data entries . 

17. A non - transitory computer - readable medium having 
program code that is stored thereon , the program code 
executable by one or more processing devices for perform ing operations comprising : 

accessing a dataset ; 
a step for detecting a set of insights for visualization from 

the dataset ; 
a step for determining insight visualizations for the set of 

insights ; and 
generating , for inclusion in a user interface of a data 

visualization system , selectable interface elements con 
figured for presenting the determined insight visualiza 
tions from the dataset . 

18. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 17 , wherein the operations further comprising arrang 
ing the selectable interface elements in the user interface 
according to insight scores of the set of insights . 

19. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 18 , wherein arranging the selectable interface ele 
ments in the user interface comprises : 

grouping the selectable interface elements representing 
the determined insight visualizations for the set of 
insights into groups according to insight types of the 
respective insights , each group corresponding to one 
insight type ; 

ordering the groups according to values of the respective 
insight type scores of the insight types corresponding to 
the groups ; and 

ordering the selectable interface elements representing the 
insight visualizations for the set of insights within each 
group according to values of the respective insight 
scores of the corresponding insights . 

20. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 18 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

receiving feedback from a selectable interface element , 
the feedback indicating a preference on one or more of 
the insight visualizations , the insight or the insight 
type ; 

accessing a second dataset ; 
generating an insight score for each insight detected from 

the second dataset according to the preference ; 
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generating an insight type score for each insight type of 
the detected insights using the insight scores of the 
detected insights ; 

determining a selected set of insights and a selected set of 
insight types for the second dataset ; 

determining a visualization for each insight of the selected 
set of insights according to the preference ; and 

generating , for inclusion in the user interface of the data 
visualization system , a second set of selectable inter 
face elements configured for presenting the determined 
insight visualizations from the second dataset , wherein 
the second set of selectable interface elements are 
arranged in the user interface according to the insight 
scores of the selected set of insights . 


